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1 Introduction
1.1 Preface
F-theory (as a theory, as opposed to a set of classical vacua) is a symmetry-enhancing
generalization subordinating both M(embrane)-theory and T(-duality)-theory [1, 2], them-
selves different generalizations of S(tring)-theory. T-duality has been proven directly on the
first-quantized string action; but S-duality is nonperturbative in the string coupling, and
so would require a second-quantized action (superstring field theory) for its definition, and
so far has been demonstrated only on the massless (supergravity) sector (and its classical
solutions). In a complete F-theory STU-duality would be at least as manifest as T-duality
in T-theory: In particular the generalization of winding modes would be included.
The cosets representing the massless, bosonic fields of the (minimal) theories are succinctly
represented in the diagram [3]:
F
ED+1(D+1)/HD
S
vv♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠ U
((
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
M
GL(D + 1)/O(D, 1)
((
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
T
O(D,D)/[O(D− 1, 1)]2
uu❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
S
GL(D)/O(D− 1, 1)
The isotropy groups are symmetry groups of the current algebras (and the vacuum); they
transform the fermions (in particular, supersymmetry). For S-theory they are simply the
Lorentz group, and close relatives for M and T-theory; for F-theory they are various gener-
alizations. These generalized Lorentz groups follow from the general properties of spinors in
dimension D mod 8 [4]:
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H SO SL Sp H′ (SU)
Real 1 2 3 X(αβ) SO
Complex 0 4 Xα
.
β SU
Pseudo-real 7 6 5 X [αβ] USp
σ(αβ) σαβ¯ σ
[αβ]
Y (α
′β′) Y α
′
β¯′ Y
[α′β′]
b
ad
c
b
ad
c
b
ad
cb
ad
c
The (spacetime) spinor size increases by a factor of 2 from one oval to the next. We have
indicated not only the worldvolume coordinates σ and spacetime coordinates X , but also the
R-symmetry group H′ for worldvolume scalars Y , and the bispinor index structure for all.
For F-theory and S-theory, the isotropy groups are thus:
D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
HD SO(1, 1) GL(2) Sp(4) Sp(4;C) USp(4, 4) SU*(8) SO*(16)
SO(D− 1, 1) I GL(1) Sp(2) Sp(2;C) USp(2, 2) SU*(4) SO(6, 1)
(1.1)
The doubling is characteristic of the unification of left and right spinors of Type II. (Note
SO*(8) = SO(6,2).)
Just as T-theory doubles the dimensions to incorporate winding number before compact-
ification, F-theory further increases the number of dimensions to manifest U-duality. The
symmetry is spontaneously broken, and the dimensions reduced, by solving the section con-
ditions in going to a “unitary” gauge, reproducing the usual string formalism. However, it
might be possible to define “covariant” gauges where the full symmetry remains manifest by
including appropriate ghost degrees of freedom [5].
Previously we defined F-theory generalizations of strings with exceptional gravity in var-
ious dimensions D, described by selfdual coordinates X(σ) [6,7]. This leads to a doubling of
the usual string coordinates [8–10] when reduced to T-theory. We then generalized to crit-
ical superstrings by adding 10−D spacetime scalar coordinates Y , their worldvolume duals
Y˜ (needed for constraints/section conditions), and spinor coordinates Θ for supersymme-
try [11]. In this paper we will also double the fermionic coordinates [12] as a natural ex-
tension: Fermionic selfduality is then the equivalent of fermionic dimensional reduction [13].
(We’ll omit Y , which will return in future papers.)
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As we have seen repeatedly, target space and worldvolume coordinates/symmetries are
mixed up in F-theory. The worldvolume frame E and target frame E are related by the
orthogonality constraint. The naive extension of the target space symmetries without anal-
ogously extending the worldvolume leads to a constraint that is incompatible with existence
of the target gravitino. We thus will find that extension of the spacetime to include fermionic
coordinates (superspace) will require the same for the worldvolume. This differs from our
previous treatments, where a nontrivial flat (“vacuum”) worldvolume vielbein was required
only when “Lorentz” (HD) coordinates and current were introduced [14]. But just as the
usual worldvolume coordinates realize the Virasoro-like generators, their superpartners real-
ize κ-symmetry. As a result, the worldvolume coordinates transform under the same super-
symmetry as the spacetime coordinates, just as they do (even for the bosonic theories) under
the same generalized Lorentz symmetry.
Our new approach differs from previous treatments of κ-symmetry on branes in that it
simultaneously has all the following properties:
• It’s generated by P/D (+SΩ) [4], as for strings [15], so its parameter is a spacetime spinor.
• It’s implemented as a first-class constraint, with its own worldvolume Lagrange multi-
plier/gauge field [15], and is accompanied by the other first-class constraints.
• It comes with worldvolume fermionic coordinates ϑµ (“(supersymmetry)
2 ”) [16, 17].
• They translate under κ symmetry (δϑµ = κµ) in the same way the spacetime fermionic
coordinates translate under supersymmetry (δΘµ = ǫµ) [18, 19].
coordinates bosons fermions
spacetime Xm(σ, ϑ) Θµ(σ, ϑ)
worldvolume σ퓂 ϑµ
There are several advantages over our previous approach:
◦ The isotropy group, with generators S and their duals Σ, is required and determined as
part of the current algebra, as a consequence of closure of the super Virasoro algebra.
◦ The generalization of the string’s first-class constraint system (spacetime supersymmetric
Virasoro algebra) [15] is manifested. However, the weight-3 constraint is removed, leaving
only constraints of weight 2 (like the usual Virasoro).
◦ A fermionic partner to Θ is required as a worldvolume gauge field, allowing supersym-
metrization of the gauge part of X and thus manifestly covariant worldvolume field
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strengths.
◦ The current Ω dual to D is in the dual Lorentz representation (as in S and T-theory);
this duality extends to all first-class constraints.
◦ The resulting coordinate doubling thus can be removed by supersymmetrizing the selfdu-
ality condition.
◦ The background gravitino and Lorentz connection are consistent with orthogonality of
the vielbein.
◦ Earlier linearized results for 3D minimal supergravity [20] are confirmed.
1.2 Notation
On graded indices, [... ) will stand for graded anti-symmetrization whereas (... ] will denote
graded symmetrization. (This involves adding terms with coefficients ±1.) Indices between
bars |...| are to be left out of (anti-)symmetrization. There are the usual implicit relative signs
between terms whose indices are in different order (extra −1’s from pushing fermionic indices
past each other), and Einstein summation has +1’s for adjacent indices ordered upper-left
and lower-right.
To simplify factors of “i”, in our conventions the invariant derivatives are graded antiher-
mitian, while the currents are graded hermitian. So the commutation relations for canonically
conjugate variables are now uniformly
[p, x} = 1 (1.2a)
[P(1), X(2)} = −iδ(1 − 2) (1.2b)
(i.e., p = ∂/∂x, but P = −iδ/δX) for both bosons and fermions. (This also implies that the γ
matrices that appear as structure constants in the supersymmetry algebra are antihermitian,
and have an extra “−i” compared to the usual conventions.) Thus the relation of the action of
the fundamental currents ⊲A and invariant derivatives ∇A on a function φ can be expressed
as
Λ ≡ i
∫
dσ ΛA⊲A ⇒ [Λ, φ] = ΛA∇Aφ. (1.3)
(The Dirac δ functions and integrals dσ are over all bosonic and fermionic worldvolume
coordinates.) Currents of the form P + ∂X are then normalized without extra powers of 2:
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P to produce the above relation between ⊲ and ∇, ∂X so that it appears with the same
normalization as P in a diagonal basis in S-theory. This also fixes the normalization of the
Schwinger term in the current algebra. (For similar reasons, structure constants fAB
C tend to
have factors of 2 in them in a real basis, but not in a complex one. We’ll skip this convention
in this paper to favor the structure constants, rather than the explicit representation of
generators.)
The generators Sα (Bα) of κ-symmetry are generally in the (spacetime) Lorentz (spinor)
representation dual to that of the spacetime supersymmetry generators qα. Something anal-
ogous (but not so exact) relates generators of spacetime and worldvolume translations [20].
This makes it more natural to label worldvolume derivatives ∂M = ∂/∂σM with contravariant
indices (superscripts), as opposed to the covariant indices (subscripts) on spacetime deriva-
tives ∂M = ∂/∂x
M .
We use “flat” indices A,B, ... to label flat superspace, while using “curved” indices
M,N, ... to label the coordinate basis (and similarly A,B, ... and M,N, ... for the super
worldvolume).
(In the appendices we sometimes label Θ, etc., with underlined spinor indices α, since
those “Lorentz” representations may be reducible. But in the body of the paper we use
simply α to improve legibility.)
1.3 Currents and gaugings
We will need to define the following related quantities: (1) worldvolume currents ⊲A(σ),
defining an affine Lie superalgebra (“weight 1”), (2) spacetime invariant derivatives ∇A, rep-
resenting the zero-modes of these currents (ordinary Lie superalgebra), (3) a supersymmetric
generalization SA(σ) of the Virasoro algebra (including κ-symmetry), constructed from bilin-
ears of the fundamental currents (“weight 2”), and (4) worldvolume invariant derivatives DA,
representing the zero-mode part of the generalized Virasoro algebra in terms of worldvolume
derivatives.
current covariant derivative
spacetime ⊲A(σ) = RAM(X(σ))PM + ... ∇A = RAM(x)∂M
worldvolume SA = 1
4
ηBCA⊲B ⊲C DA = gAM(X(σ))∂M
(1.4)
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There are then three types of currents and the gauge transformations they generate:
fundamental Virasoro Gauss
generator ⊲A,∇A SA,DA U ~A
reparametrizes XM , xM σM
parameter ΛA(X) λA(σ) ∧
~A(σ)
The first kind of transformation, generated by the fundamental currents ⊲A, is spacetime
coordinate transformations, acting on the background fields. The second kind, generated by
the Virasoro operators SA, is worldvolume coordinate transformations. They are first-class
constraints, and so are gauged by Lagrange multipliers that are essentially the worldvolume
metric. Together with selfduality, they imply the existence of the third, “Gauss” type of
gauge transformation, with generators U ~A. They are also first-class constraints, and their
Lagrange multipliers are the “τ -components” of X (XM being the “σ-components”). The
bosonic parts of the indices on the currents correspond to particular representations of the
exceptional groups ED+1:
✐ ✐ ✐
✐
q q q✐⊲A SA
U ~A
2
3
451
Besides the Virasoro and Gauss constraints S and U, there are also the “section” condi-
tions, which result from replacing some of the ⊲’s in the constraints with ∇’s (zero-modes),
acting on functions or their products. These spontaneously break the symmetry by reducing
the dimension of spacetime and (for U) the worldvolume (as the full S and U constraints do
for the nonzero-modes).
1.4 Outline
In the section immediately following we review properties of ordinary Lie superalgebras
as they relate to F-theory. Most of the constraints on the invariant tensors, including those
required by the Virasoro algebra, already appear in the Lie superalgebra.
In the next section we continue our general analysis by discussing properties of the flat
superspace current algebras of F-theory: the fundamental (affine Lie) algebra, the Gauss
constraint algebra implied by the Virasoro constraints, and the Virasoro algebra itself. Then
we find explicit expressions for the fundamental currents.
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In the following section we specialize to current algebras of interest, relevant to super-
strings. We find not only that supersymmetry now requires the complete set of currents
⊲ = SDPΩΣ considered in previous papers, but also an analogous set of super Virasoro
generators SA for A = 퓈풹퓅̟ς, and Gauss constraints U = ~S ~D~P ~Ω ~Σ. We summarize the
constraints found earlier, and list various γ-matrix identities that will be found useful later.
(These identities are proven for various D in the appendices.)
We next find explicit expressions for the constant tensors appearing in these algebras by
solving the constraints. This solution proves the necessity of the set of currents just discussed.
Because of the symmetry relating dual “Lorentz” representations of currents, a small number
of specialized tensors reappear among the components of the general tensors.
We conclude by outlining topics remaining for investigation.
2 Lie algebra
2.1 Representations
As usual, the zero-modes of the current algebra define an ordinary Lie superalgebra
[GA, GB} = fAB
CGC (2.1)
with (antihermitian) generators GA and structure constants fAB
C . The invariant derivatives
for right multiplication on the group element g(X) are
∇A = RA
M∂M (2.2)
where as usual, for any representation of the group element g and generators G
g−1dg = dXMRM
AGA (2.3)
The “flat-space vielbein” RA
M appears in the flat currents in a similar way. It is in no way
related (other than range of indices) to the curved-space vielbein EA
M : For example, it does
not satisfy an orthogonality relation. In particular, the structure constants can be expressed
in terms of R in the usual way, without the ηη term appearing in the definition of the torsion
T :
R[A|
M(∂MR|B)
N)RN
C = fAB
C (2.4)
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Some terminology: Cosets G/H are conveniently represented by accompanying coordi-
nates for all of G with a gauge group H. Symmetry is associated with group multiplication
on one side, whose corresponding derivatives ∇̂ are then the Killing vectors, while multiplica-
tion on the other side is associated with derivatives ∇ that are invariant under the symmetry
(commute with the Killing vectors), because of the associativity of group multiplication.
Gauge invariance of functions of the group is imposed as vanishing of the invariant deriva-
tives ∇H for the gauge group. Usually (but not here) a unitary gauge is chosen by fixing
the values (“gauging away”) the coordinates for H. If this is done in the coset derivatives
∇G/H, they become no longer invariant under H symmetry transformations, but “covariant
derivatives”.
These symmetry generators are proportional to the invariant derivatives by a factor of
the group element gM
A in the adjoint representation,
∇̂M = gM
A∇A (2.5)
(The “flat” index “A” on gM
A is associated with right multiplication, while the “curved”
index “M” is associated with left multiplication.) They can also be expressed directly in
terms of partial derivatives with a vielbein for left multiplication as done above for ∇ for
right multiplication, using instead (dg)g−1. The above equation then expresses the fact that
the ratio of the two vielbeins is given by the group element.
The group space will be identified with (super) spacetime. This group G is not the
one used for the coset of the massless bosonic fields: It is identified with (first-quantized)
coordinates for spacetime, not (second-quantized) fields on spacetime (although they are
sometimes interpreted as fields on the worldvolume). However, the subgroup H is the same,
generalized Lorentz symmetry. (The simplest example of this construction is the one for
Minkowski space as Poincare´/Lorentz.)
We next introduce the worldvolume, by defining new variables σM that are a representa-
tion of the group G. Thus its partial derivatives ∂M = ∂/∂σM are in the dual representation,
while invariant derivatives on the worldvolume DA can be defined as
D
A = gAM∂
M (2.6)
where gAM is the inverse of the group element g
M
A in this dual worldvolume representation,
and therefore acts as the worldvolume vielbein. Closure of the algebra of the κ-symmetry
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generators will require extension of the worldvolume representation beyond that found in
earlier papers.
2.2 Invariant tensors
We also define the “worldvolume structure constants”
풻AB
C ≡ (∇Ag
C
M)g
M
B (2.7)
which can be recognized (see (2.2) and (2.3)) as the worldvolume representation of the group
generators, just as the structure constants f give the adjoint representation:
(GA)B
C = −fAB
C , (GA)
B
C = −풻AC
B (2.8)
They thus satisfy the usual Jacobi identities
f[AB
EfC)E
D = 0 (2.9a)
풻[A|E
D풻|B)C
E + fAB
E풻EC
D = 0 (2.9b)
which can also be obtained from the curl of (2.4) and (2.7). The group element g in the two
representations can be expressed, e.g., by the usual exponential parametrization g = eX
AGA.
The invariant tensor ηABC will be used to construct the Virasoro operators, while ηABC
will appear in the current algebra. These tensors act as Clebsch-Gordan-Wigner coefficients
relating the spacetime (A) and worldvolume (A) representations in the (graded) symmetric
part of the product (A ⊗ B)S = C + ... and its dual. Their invariance under infinitesimal
group transformations yields the identities
fA(B
EηC]ED = 풻AD
EηBCE (2.10a)
fAE
(BηC]ED = 풻AE
DηBCE (2.10b)
These are the generalizations of the f symmetry conditions of T-theory, broken by 풻.
From separating the former into its totally symmetric and mixed symmetry pieces we
have
η(AB|E풻|C]D
E = 0 (2.11a)
ηE(A|Df|B]C
E = 1
3
ηC(A|E풻|B]D
E − 2
3
ηABE풻CD
E (2.11b)
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Since it has mixed symmetry, the last can also be written as
ηE[A|Df|B)C
E − 2ηCEDfAB
E = ηC[A|E풻|B)D
E (2.12)
From tracing (2.10b) we have
fAB
B = 0 ⇒ 풻BC
AηABC = 0 (2.13)
Defining “τ” as an arbitrary (bosonic) direction in the worldvolume space, we can use
ηABτ as an (almost) ordinary metric: We can then define a type of “duality” symmetry (as
in T-theory) as the “reflection” symmetry
GA ↔ η
ABτGB (2.14)
relating pieces of GA in dual “Lorentz” representations.
We will find a similar duality symmetry on the worldvolume derivatives,
D
A ↔ ηABD
B (2.15)
for a metric
ηAB = η
CDτηEFτηCEAηDFB (2.16)
(The “bosonic” part is the “Minkowski” metric. Similar remarks apply to the CGW coeffi-
cients of the Gauss constraints.) The combined dualities relate (2.10a) to (2.10b).
3 Flat currents
3.1 Fundamental
We now give a semi-explicit representation for the currents of flat superspace. These are to
be used as a basis for the currents of curved superspace. The flat currents are a generalization
of those appearing in 2D nonlinear σ-models defined on compact group spaces [21] and their
generalization to the noncompact groups of superstring theory [12, 13, 22].
The fundamental currents ⊲A satisfy the bracket rule
i[⊲A(1), ⊲B(2)} = δ(1− 2)fABC ⊲C + ηABCDC2−1δ(1− 2) (3.1)
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where O2−1 ≡ O(2) − O(1). The currents can be expressed in the form (introducing the
spacetime 2-form B)
⊲A = RAMPM + (BABC + ηABC)(DCXM)RMB (3.2)
Just as for R vs. E, the “flat-space differential form” B is not related to the curved spaced
one, which appears only as a part of E upon solving its orthogonality constraint.
In addition to the selfdual currents ⊲A we have the antiselfdual ones ⊲˜A, which are
normally ignored as second-class constraints,
⊲˜A = RAMPM + (BABC − ηABC)(DCXM)RMB = 0 (3.3)
(In relating to the Lagrangian formalism, P + BDX ∼
.
X ; the selfdual and antiselfdual
currents are ∼
.
X ± DX .) The symmetry currents are proportional to the anti-selfdual
currents by a factor of the group element gM
A,
⊲̂M = gMA ⊲˜A (3.4)
so the selfduality constraints can be identified as vanishing of some symmetry currents. The
Killing vectors (2.5) then follow from the zero-modes,
∇̂M = gM
A∇A
since the zero-modes of ⊲ and ⊲˜ are the same. Furthermore, in an appropriate gauge gMA
can be taken as triangular with respect to engineering dimension, so imposing the upper
half of one as first class can be interpreted as imposing the upper half of the other. The
S-sectioning constraints, quadratic in these zero-modes, can then be interpreted as covariant
first-class versions of the zero-mode part of the selfduality condition, effectively imposing half
the Killing vectors as constraints.
3.2 Gauss
The fundamental currents are related to spacetime invariant derivatives directly as (1.3)
i[⊲A(1), φ(X(2))} = δ(1− 2)∇Aφ (3.5)
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However, the Virasoro currents (1.4)
S
A = 1
4
ηBCA⊲B ⊲C (3.6)
are related more subtly to the worldvolume invariant derivatives: We require
i[SA, φ(X)} = δDAφ (3.7)
Since explicit evaluation gives
i[SA, φ(X)} = δ 12η
BCA⊲B∇Cφ (3.8)
and
D
Aφ(X(σ)) = (DAXM)∂Mφ (3.9)
while selfduality (3.3) implies
⊲˜A = 0 ⇒ ⊲A = 2ηABC(DCX)B , (DAX)A ≡ (DAXM)RMA (3.10)
this requires “cancelation” of upper and lower η’s by the constraint that generates the Gauss
gauge transformation:
U
A
A ≡ U
BA
AB ⊲BDB = 0 , UBAAB ≡ δBAδAB − ηCBAηCAB (3.11)
Here the tensor U takes a simple form in terms of η, but requires some CGW coefficients
to factorize on the irreducible “ ~A ” representation:
UBAAB = c
A ~C
A c
B
B ~C
⇒ UAA = c
A ~C
A U ~C , U ~C = c
B
B ~C
⊲BDB (3.12)
This constraint is a result of the spacetime coordinates being gauge fields on the world-
volume: e.g., X(σ, τ) resembles a worldvolume differential form. In the Hamiltonian for-
malism in which our present discussion takes place, separation of τ and σ (and the corre-
sponding reduction in manifest symmetry) has separated these gauge fields XM into their
“τ -components” X
~M , which act as Lagrange multipliers for the corresponding “Gauss con-
straints” U, and their purely “σ-components” XM , which survive as propagating on the
worldvolume in the temporal gauge [6].
Thus
D
Aφ(X(σ)) = 12η
BCA⊲B∇Cφ (3.13)
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and in particular,
(DAX)A = 12η
ABA⊲B (3.14)
(again imposing selfduality and the Gauss constraint). This is the only form in which selfdual-
ity (combined with Gauss constraints) will need to be imposed in the following manipulations.
3.3 Virasoro
The Virasoro algebra transforms the currents and vice versa as, applying (2.10b),
i[SA(1), ⊲A(2)} = −δ풻ABASB + 12 ⊲A(1)D
A
2−1δ −
1
2(δU
A
A + U
A
A,2−1δ) (3.15)
where δU ≡ δU(D⊲), Uδ ≡ U ⊲(Dδ). The Virasoro algebra is then (classically)
i[SA(1), SB(2)} = δ 12η
CD[A풻CE
B)⊲DSE + [SA 12(1 + 2)D
B(2)δ + 1
4
ηABB⊲A(2)UAB(1)δ − (A↔B1→2 )]
(3.16)
where S12(1 + 2) ≡
1
2 [S(1) + S(2)]. (Previously we considered also “V” and “W” constraints,
which we can assume as derived from U and ⊲˜.) This should be compared with, applying
selfduality as (3.14), but not (2.10b),
[DA,DB} = 12η
CD[A풻CE
B)⊲DDE (3.17)
Note that this algebra resembles the algebra of first-class constraints for S-theory [15],
if we introduce f , 풻, and ηABC, but only ηAB (not ηABC). Our previous (super) F-theory
paper [4] corresponded to using a bosonic worldvolume index 풸 in ηAB풸 and thus D
풶, but an
extended “super” worldvolume index A in 풻AB
C and ηABC, and thus in the complete algebra of
Virasoro-related first-class constraints SA, while 풻A풷
풸 = 0. In principle, even after extending
the worldvolume to a superspace, there need not be an identification between the η’s and 풻’s
that appear in the D and S algebras. But we’ll see later that this identification is required
by the explicit form of the commutation relations for the algebras relevant to F-theory. At
this point in our general discussion such an identification already seems natural.
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3.4 2-form
Explicit evalution of the ⊲ algebra (3.1) by substituting (3.2) yields
i[⊲A(1), ⊲B(2)} = δfABC ⊲C + ηABCDC2−1δ + δ∆ABCD(DDX)C (3.18)
where the non-closure term δ∆DX is given by, separating ∆ = A +M the totally antisym-
metric (A) and mixed symmetry (M) parts in ABC,
AABCD = HABCD +
1
6
f[AB|
EηE|C)D (3.19)
MABCD =
2
3
(ηE[A|Df|B)C
E − 2ηCEDfAB
E − ηC[A|E풻|B)D
E)− 1
3
ηC[A|E풻|B)D
E (3.20)
Here the field strength H of B is defined in the usual way: With curved indices it’s simply
the (graded) curl of B,
HMNPQ =
1
2∂[MBNP )Q (3.21)
and thus flattening the indices
HABCD =
1
2∇[ABBC)D −
1
2f[AB|
EBE|C)D +
1
2풻[A|D
EB|BC)E (3.22)
We have already assumed constant η,
∇AηBCD = 0 (3.23)
The first part ofM vanishes by the algebraic constraint (2.12). We can then obtain closure of
the ⊲ algebra by applying the selfduality constraint in the form (3.14) to produce an η from
DX . The A contribution and that from the rest of M can be made to vanish separately: For
the latter we need the final constraint
ηFCDηC[A|E풻|B)D
E = 0 (3.24)
For the former we want to solve
ηFCD(HABCD +
1
6
f[AB|
EηE|C)D) = 0 (3.25)
With the help of (2.12) and (3.24), this can also be written in a form similar to S-theory as
HABDEη
CDE = −kfAB
C (3.26)
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where k is the normalization appearing in
ηACDη
BCD = kδBA (3.27)
A solution for (3.25) can be found in a convenient gauge where B is chosen constant:
Then dropping the ∇B term expresses H in terms of just the constants B, f , and 풻. The
result is [23]
BABC =
wA − wB
wA + wB
ηABC (0 if wA = wB = 0) (3.28)
(indices on w not summed) where wA is the spacetime scaling weight (engineering dimension)
associated with the current ⊲A. Similarly, we can associate a weight wA to SA and DA; then
the dimensionlessness of the constant tensors implies
ηABC : wA + wB − wC = 0 (3.29)
fAB
C : wA + wB − wC = 0 (3.30)
풻AB
C : wA − wB + wC = 0 (3.31)
cB
~C
A : wA + wB − w ~C = 0 (3.32)
where
wA ≥ 0 , wA ≥ 1 , w ~A ≥ 2 (3.33)
(for reasons explained in the next section).
The constraint is then found to be satisfied using again (2.12) and (3.24), as well as the
symmetric analog of (3.24):
ηFCDηC(A|E풻|B]D
E = 0 (3.34)
However, this already vanishes, using the Lie algebra identities. The explicit (gauge-inde-
pendent) form for H found from this constant-gauge B is
HABCD+
1
6
f[AB|
EηE|C)D = (wB−wC)
(
1
wB + wC
− 2
3
1
wA + wB + wC
)
풻AD
EηBCE+cyc. perm.
(3.35)
The symmetry currents (3.4) should also commute with the covariant currents:
[⊲A, ⊲̂M} = 0 (3.36)
Explicit evaluation shows this to be the case with the constraints above.
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As a check of the above solution of the algebra, we can also solve its Jacobi identities.
We are allowed to apply selfduality (3.14) to evaluate these identities, but not on the [⊲, ⊲}
algebra itself beforehand, which we therefore write as (3.18) (but we can drop the part of ∆
proportional to (2.12)). The Jacobi identities then imply (2.9a) and (2.12).
4 Specialization
4.1 Supersymmetry
The supersymmetrization of the F-theory current algebra presented in some of our pre-
vious papers [4, 11] has an inconsistency: It missed the requirement that the worldvolume
also be generalized to a superspace. This result could have been guessed from the close
relation between it and spacetime, or from the fact that the Virasoro algebra in S-theory is
generalized to a type of superalgebra by the completion of first-class constraints.
This inconsistency would appear when solving the orthogonality conditions for a massless
background. Although we do not consider such backgrounds explicitly in this paper, some of
the conditions on the torsion are essentially just first derivatives of (integrability conditions
for) the orthogonality conditions. In particular, we examine conditions (including Bianchi
identities) on the flat version of the torsions, the structure constants f and 풻.
Unlike the previous sections, we now specialize the current algebra to supersymmetric
algebras of interest. We start from the minimal version of the previous papers: the currents
D,P,Ω and bosonic worldvolume covariant derivative 퓅. As we solve the constraints, we
will find not only the necessity of new worldvolume (super)coordinates, but also a change
(simplification) in indices for Ω. (The latter was hinted by our original treatment of F-theory
superspace [20].)
Ultimately, we find the complete set of currents ⊲ = SDPΩΣ (as in S and T-theory),
worldvolume invariant derivatives D = 퓈풹퓅̟ς, and Gauss constraints U = ~S ~D~P ~Ω ~Σ. The
currents SDPΩΣ have weights wA = 0,
1
2 , 1,
3
2
, 2. Furthermore, 퓅 is found to extend to 퓅
(details below). There is a correspondence between 퓈풹퓅̟ς and SDPΩΣ, as indicated by
the lightcone formalism, since
S
A ∼ ηAbAPb⊲A ≈ ηA−AP−⊲A (4.1)
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relates SA and ⊲A with engineering dimensions wA = wA+1. Similar remarks apply between
~S ~D~P ~Ω ~Σ and 퓈풹퓅̟ς, relating U ~A and D
A with w ~A = wA + 1:
U ~A ≈ c
−
B ~A
P−D
B (4.2)
We can also relate ⊲ and U directly by picking out the component 퓅− of 퓅 that survives
reduction to S and T-theory:
U ~A ≈ c
A
− ~A
퓅−⊲A (4.3)
with w ~A = wA + 2.
There is then the pairing of coordinates XM = (XM , X
~M), of dynamic coordinates XM
with Lagrange multipliers X
~M coming from ⊲ and U for each engineering dimension (as
found in previous papers for P [4,6,7,11]), as representations of the “Lorentz” symmetry of
the full worldvolume (including τ).
4.2 Constraints
We have found various types of identities required of the constant tensors, which we collect
here. From Lie algebra we have from the commutation relations
f[AB
EfC)E
D = 0 (4.4a)
풻[A|E
D풻|B)C
E + fAB
E풻EC
D = 0 (4.4b)
and from the invariance of the CGW coefficients
fAE
(BηC]ED = 풻AE
DηBCE (4.5a)
fA(B
EηC]ED = 풻AD
EηBCE (4.5b)
From solving the fundamental current algebra:
ηFCDηC[A|E풻|B)D
E = 0 (4.6)
These constraints also imply some ηηη identities (discussed for the bosonic case in [4]).
They will be analyzed in a future paper.
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4.3 γ matrix identities
We will also use some generic Dirac-matrix identities: There is the relation between
spacetime matrices γaαβ, γ
aαβ and worldvolume matrices Γ풶β
γ, and its dual
γ(aαγγ
b)γβ = −ηab풸Γ풸α
β (Γτα
β ∼ δβα) (4.7a)
γ(a|αγγ
γβ
|b) = −ηab풸Γ
풸β
α (Γ
τβ
α ∼ δ
β
α) (4.7b)
The γ-matrices are given by the supersymmetry algebra, essentially by knowing the range
of the indices α and a. The above identities then fix the range of index 풶, as well as
determining the Γ -matrices and ηPP퓅 (and its dual). (They appear in (5.17) and (5.31).
Cases are examined in Appendix B.1.) These require the extension 퓅 → 퓅 = (퓅, τ). A
closely related identity (appearing in (5.8b) and Appendix B.3) is
γaη(ǫΓ
풷
ζ)
η = ηah풷γhǫζ (4.8)
Another important identity (appearing in (5.13)) relates the γ-matrices to the group
generators S and their representations:
γαγa γ
b
αβ − γaαβγ
bαγ = fSa
bγSγβ (4.9)
Solving this identity (in Appendix B.2) not only determines the vector (fSa
b) and spinor
(γSγβ ) representations, but also the group itself.
We also have the Fierz identities (see (5.2))
γa(αβγ
b
γ)δηab풸 = 0 (4.10)
which can be satisfied in D = 3,4,6,10. However, we sometimes need to supplement X with
the worldvolume scalars Y (and their worldvolume duals Y˜ ) to raise D to those critical values.
(See Appendix B.4 for more details.)
5 Constraint solution
5.1 Outline
In this section we solve many of the constraints collected in the previous section (with
proofs for various D left for the appendices). But first we give a listing of components of
these constraints, and the results found from each one:
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constraint gives equation “dual” appendix
(ff)ΩDDD Fierz, Ω (5.2) B.4
(fη)PΩ퓅D ̟ (5.7) (5.21) B.3
(fη)ΩΩ퓅P ς (5.10) (5.24) B.3
(fη)PΩ풹P S (5.12) (5.15) B.2
(fη)PPD̟ Σ (5.15) (5.12) B.2
(fη)PP풹D 퓅, Γ퓅, η
PP퓅 (5.17) (5.31) B.1
(fη)DDP퓅 Ω,풹 (5.21) (5.7) B.3
(fη)PDD퓅 퓈 (5.24) (5.10) B.3
(fη)DDD풹 퓈 (5.28) (5.29) B.4
(fη)ΩΩ̟D ς (5.29) (5.28) B.4
(fη)DPP̟ 퓅, Γ
퓅, ηPP퓅 (5.31) (5.17) B.1
where (ff)EABC refers to (4.4a), (fη)
BCE
A to (4.5a), and (fη)ABCE to (4.5b).
The basic idea is that, starting from just the {D,D} ∼ P part of the Lie algebra, the
structure of the theory is tight enough to determine the rest of the Lie algebra (SΩΣ), the
worldvolume (퓈풹퓅̟ς), and the various current algebras (fundamental, Virasoro, Gauss). In
particular, this includes finding the Lorentz group HD (S) and its representations by all these
quantities (at least for D ≤ 5).
5.2 Cases of Ω
We first look at the only identity (4.4a) involving only f and neither 풻 nor η (and thus the
only Bianchi identity not affected by the change in worldvolume). Since the only nonvanishing
f ’s involving only DPΩ are
fDD
P = γcαβ, fDP
Ω (5.1)
the only nontrivial such identity is (ff)DDD
Ω:
f(DD
PfD)P
Ω = 0 (5.2)
(Sometimes we will use the symbols for the currents/worldvolume invariant derivatives in
place of their indices. Actually, the necessity of fDP
Ω, and of Ω itself, follows from the
Bianchi identity (5.18a) below.) Its solutions follow from the Fierz identities (4.10), which
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suggest two possibilities, using either the σ or τ parts of the identities. The former was
considered previously [11]: It leads to the solution
Ω = Ωα풶 , fDP
Ω = γdαγηbd풸 (5.3)
The latter gives instead
Ω = Ωα , fDP
Ω = γdαγηbdτ (5.4)
This Ω has the same indices as in S-theory and T-theory. As a result, its gauge parameter
ΛΩ = Λα agrees with that found from the analysis of the superspace of (linearized) 3D
F-theory [20].
Then the only nonvanishing f ’s and η’s at this point are
fDD
P = γcαβ , fDP
Ω = γdαγηbd풸 (for Ω
α풶) or γdαγηbdτ (for Ω
α) (5.5)
ηPP퓅 = ηab풸 , ηDΩ퓅 = δ
β
αδ
풷
풸 (for Ω
α풶) or Γ풸α
β (for Ωα) (5.6)
(as follows from dimensional analysis and “Lorentz” invariance).
5.3 Virasoro
We now consider the consequences of the identity needed for the Virasoro algebra (4.5a).
Because this uses ηABC rather than ηABC, it will more easily constrain currents of higher
engineering dimension rather than lower. But they also resolve the Ω ambiguity of the
previous subsection.
We examine the (fη)PΩ퓅D identity, needed for [S
퓅, D]. If we still consider just DPΩ
fundamental currents, and S퓅 Virasoro, ignoring 풻, neither type of Ω offers a solution. So
we include the 풻 term, which in this case requires the existence of the ̟ Virasoro PΩ:
− fDD
PηΩD퓅 + fDP
ΩηPP퓅 = −풻D̟
퓅ηPΩ̟ (5.7)
(paying careful attention to implicit signs from relative ordering of fermionic indices). Then
for the two cases of Ω we have (with ̟α풶 for Ω
풶α, and ̟α for Ωα)
−γaαβ(δ
풷
풹δ
β
δ ) + (ηbe풹γ
e
αδ)η
ab풷 = −(δ풷풸δ
γ
α)(δ
풸
풹γ
a
γδ) (5.8a)
−γaαβΓ
풷
δ
β + γbαδη
ab풷 = Γ 풷α
βγaδβ (5.8b)
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where we have used (again from dimensional analysis and Lorentz invariance, up to coeffi-
cients)
풻D̟
퓅 = δ풸풷 δ
β
α , η
PΩ̟ = δ풸풷γ
a
βγ (5.9a)
풻D̟
퓅 = −Γ 풸βα , η
PΩ̟ = γaβγ (5.9b)
The former (Ω풶α) case is inconsistent, while the latter (Ωα) case works.
Similarly, we find the necessity of the ς Virasoro ΩΩ from (fη)ΩΩ퓅P :
fDP
[ΩηΩ]D퓅 = 풻Pς
퓅ηΩΩς (5.10)
or more explicitly
γaα[βΓ
풷α
γ] = 풻aς
풷ηςβγ (5.11)
which again could not be satisfied without the right-hand side.
The existence of ̟ Virasoro and of 풹 Virasoro = κ symmetry (see below) also requires
S in the fundamental algebra: From the (fη)PΩ풹P identity,
− fPD
ΩηPD풹 + fPS
PηΩS풹 = 풻P̟
풹ηPΩ̟ (5.12)
we find
γaαβγ
bαγ + fSa
bγSγβ = γ
αγ
a γ
b
αβ (5.13)
ηPD풹 = γaβγ , 풻P̟
풹 = γβγa (5.14)
which identifies fSa
b and γSγβ as the usual vector and spinor representations of S, without
which this identity could not be satisfied. (Any one term requires all three. S then requires
Σ in the algebra in the same way that D required Ω.) This identity is almost identical to
the “dual” identity (fη)PPD̟,
fPD
ΩηPΩ̟ + fPP
ΣηDΣ̟ = −풻P̟
풹ηPD풹 (5.15)
up to raising/lowering an a index with ηabτ , under the identifications
ηPΩ̟ → η
PD풹 , fPP
Σ → −fPS
P , ηDΣ̟ → η
ΩS풹 , ηPD풹 → η
PΩ̟ (5.16)
The case (fη)PP풹D yields the γ-matrix relation (4.7a), as
fDD
(PηP )D풹 = 풻D퓅
풹ηPP퓅 (5.17)
Note that this requires 풻Dτ
풹 6= 0.
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5.4 κ-symmetry
Whereas (4.5a) implied the existence of the higher-dimensional ̟ (PΩ) and ς (ΩΩ),
(4.5b) requires the lower-dimensional 풹 (PD) of κ-symmetry, and 퓈 (DD). Of these identi-
ties, the only nontrivial ones for just DPΩ퓅 are (fη)DDP퓅 and (fη)PDD퓅: If we ignore the
풻’s,
fDD
PηPP퓅 − fDP
ΩηDΩ퓅 = 0 (5.18a)
fP [D
ΩηD]Ω퓅 = 0 (5.18b)
where the latter is simply the antisymmetrization of the former. In fact, the former is the
one that shows the necessity of the existence of Ω (in T-theory and S-theory as well). For
Ωα풶 these identities would be satisfied.
But we saw in the previous subsection the requirement of Ωα instead. There the worldvol-
ume needs again to be extended: For Ωα풶 we could neglect 풻 terms because of the vanishing
of the η’s multiplying them. However, the former identity, more explicitly
γbαβηab풶 − γaαγΓ풶β
γ = 0 (5.19)
has no solution even in the 3D case, where in normal Dirac γ-matrix notation it is something
of the form
Γ 3 − Γ 2Γ = 0 (5.20)
(Similar remarks apply to the latter identity.)
If we want to keep the spacetime unmodified, the simplest modification is to introduce an
η carrying PD indices: This corresponds to adding the κ-symmetry generator S풹 = P/D (and
its associated worldvolume covariant derivative풹) to the Virasoro generators S퓅 = 12P
2+ΩD.
This Bianchi identity then becomes
fDD
PηPP퓅 − fDP
ΩηDΩ퓅 = −풻D퓅
풹ηDP풹 (5.21)
(Note that this equation is in some sense “dual” to (5.7), exchanging currents with dual
currents when raising/lowering indices.) More explicitly
γeαβηce풻 − γcαǫΓ풻β
ǫ = Γ풻α
γγcβγ (5.22)
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(dual to (5.8b)), where we have set
ηDP풹 = γbαγ , 풻D퓅
풹 = −Γ풷α
γ (5.23)
as the only available invariant tensors, up to normalization. This equation is satisfied.
However, this 풻 does not appear in the latter identity (5.18b), which has instead on its
right-hand side: By the dual to (5.10),
fP [D
ΩηD]Ω퓅 = ηDD퓈풻P퓅
퓈 (5.24)
or more explicitly
γcǫ[α|Γ풻|β]
ǫ = ηαβ퓈풻c풻
퓈 (5.25)
introducing a new Virasoro constraint S퓈 = DD, with its new bosonic worldvolume coordi-
nate. This is also implied by the identity (fη)DDD풹: without 풻’s
fD[D
PηD]P풹 = 0 (5.26)
or explicitly
γaα[β|γa|γ]δ = 0 (5.27)
which is violated. This also requires the introduction of 퓈:
fD[D
PηD]P풹 = ηDD퓈풻D풹
퓈 (5.28)
This identity is essentially the same as the “dual” identity (fη)ΩΩ̟D
fDP
[ΩηΩ]P̟ = ηΩΩς풻Dς
̟ (5.29)
which instead requires the introduction of ς, under the identifications
fDP
Ω = ηDP풹 , η
ΩP̟ = fDD
P , ηΩΩς = ηDD퓈 , 풻Dς
̟ = 풻D풹
퓈 (5.30)
The case (fη)DPP̟ yields the γ-matrix relation (4.7b), as the dual to (5.17),
fD(P
ΩηP )Ω̟ = 풻D̟
퓅ηPP퓅 (5.31)
Note that this requires 풻D̟
τ 6= 0.
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5.5 Gauss
The analysis of the previous subsections has helped to elucidate the details of spacetime
and the worldvolume, and their coordinate invariances, through the cataloging of the metric
η and structure constants f,풻. A complete analysis would require the factorization of the U
matrices (in terms of the η’s just found) onto the CGW coefficients c (3.12), thus determining
the Gauss gauge transformation. Here we discuss a few general features, and leave a detailed
analysis for a future paper.
The classification of U constraints (c’s) strongly resembles that of S constraints (η’s, which
are also CGW coefficients), as well as that of the ⊲’s themselves:
⊲A DA SA U ~A
S 퓈 PS +DD ~S P퓈+퓅S +D풹
D 풹 PD +ΩS ~D P풹+퓅D +Ω퓈+̟S
P 퓅 PP +ΩD +ΣS ~P P퓅+Ω풹 +̟D +Σ퓈+ ςS
Ω ̟ PΩ +ΣD ~Ω P̟ +퓅Ω +Σ풹 + ςD
Σ ς PΣ +ΩΩ ~Σ Pς +퓅Σ +Ω̟
For example, for the old Ω, we would find
UD퓅D퓅 = U
α풷
β풶 = δ
α
β δ
풷
풶 + η
Ωα풷ηΩβ풶 = δ
α
β δ
풷
풶 − (δ
α
γ δ
풷
풸)(δ
γ
βδ
풸
풶) = 0 (5.32)
and thus no corresponding fermionic gauge parameter nor field. On the other hand, for the
new one no such cancelation is possible. Furthermore, the representation for ~D, a mixed
symmetry trispinor, can be seen already by noting that it includes terms from both P풹 and
퓅D.
The existence of ~D ∼ 퓅D + ... is why, unlike the usual version of superstring theory,
the first-class constraints close without the introduction of a dimension-3 operator D퓅D.
Its Lagrange multiplier is a “partner” to Θ, and will allow a Lagrangian formulation of F-
theory that is manifestly symmetric with respect to both supersymmetry and the generalized
Lorentz symmetry.
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5.6 Summary
Now the nontrivial invariant tensors are
fAB
C 풻AB
C ηABC/η
ABC
ηPP퓅 = ηab풸
ηPP퓅 = ηab풸
풻P퓅
퓈 = 풻a풷
퓈
풻Pς
퓅 = 풻a
퓈풷
fDP
Ω = γbαγ ηDP풹 = γbαγ
fDD
P = γcαβ η
PΩ̟ = γaβγ
풻P̟
풹 = γβγa ηPΩ̟ = γ
βγ
a
ηDP풹 = γbαγ
풻D퓅
풹 = −Γ풷α
γ ηDΩ퓅 = Γ풸α
β
풻D̟
퓅 = −Γ 풸βα η
DΩ퓅 = Γ
풸α
β
ηDD퓈 = η
ΩΩς = ηαβ퓈
풻D풹
퓈 = 풻Dς
̟ = 풻αβ
퓈
풻Ω̟
퓈 = 풻Ως
풹 = ηαβ퓈 ηDD퓈 = ηΩΩς = η
αβ퓈
(where ηαβ퓈 = −ηβα퓈, etc.). There are also many tensors involving S, which are easily
determined by Lorentz-group theory, and their “dual” tensors involving Σ.
Thus the flat-space current algebra now looks like this:
i{Dα, Dβ} = γ
a
αβPaδ − 2ηαβ퓈퓈δ (5.33a)
i[Dα, Pa] = γaαβΩ
βδ − 2γaαβ풹
βδ (5.33b)
i[Pa, Pb] = fab
ΣΣδ − 2ηab풸퓅
풸δ (5.33c)
i{Dα, Ω
β} = γSα
βΣ − 2Γ풶α
β퓅풶δ (5.33d)
i[Pa, Ω
α] = −2γαβa ̟βδ (5.33e)
i{Ωα, Ωβ} = −2ηαβ퓈ςδ (5.33f)
and similar relations with S or Σ on the left-hand side.
Also, we have for infinitesimal global symmetry transformations
δXA = ΛA − 12Λ
BXCfBC
A + ... , δσA = −Λ
BσC풻BA
C (5.34)
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and in particular for supersymmetry
δΘα = ǫα , δXa = 12ǫ
βΘγγaβγ ; δϑα = 0 , δσ풶 = ǫ
βϑγΓ풶β
γ (5.35)
These leave invariant the derivatives (ignoring Lorentz coordinates)
dα = ∂α +
1
2θ
βγaβα∂a + ... , 풹
α = ∂α −ΘβΓ풶β
α∂풶 + ... (5.36)
where ∂α = ∂/∂θ
α, ∂a = ∂/∂x
a, ∂α = ∂/∂ϑα, and ∂
풶 = ∂/∂σ풶.
6 Conclusions
We have shown that consistent backgrounds for the supersymmetric case require the
worldvolume be described by a superspace that includes fermionic worldvolume coordinates
for κ-symmetry, or more generally for a set of first-class constraints. We also found that
selfduality could be generalized to the entire affine Lie algebra, explaining the origin of the
constraints that eliminate doubled fermionic coordinates for spacetime.
These results open up many new avenues of exploration:
⋄ Massless backgrounds need to be examined: For example, the naive orthogonality of the
vielbeins needs to be reduced to the usual bosonic one by the torsion constraints (as in
T-theory the large OSp symmetry is broken to O(D,D)).
⋄ The minimal 3D case should be examined in detail, for comparison to results for (lin-
earized) supergravity obtained previously by methods not directly related to string theory.
The appearance of superconformal transformations in the linearized 3D theory suggests
the relevance of the usual supergroups, which might clarify the algebraic structure.
⋄ In general, and especially for the critical dimension D = 10, the “internal” Y (σ) coordi-
nates and their duals need to be included. This may require some modification from our
earlier treatment. In particular, addition of new currents implies new U constraints (from
Y˜ ), but a similar extension to worldvolume coordinates (D and S) is also expected. The
tensor hierarchy might naturally show up here.
⋄ We have yet to describe generalization to higher D (before including Y ).
⋄ In this paper we have used mostly the Hamiltonian formalism; translation to the La-
grangian formalism would have several important uses. For example, the new choice of Ω
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allows the covariantization of supersymmetry with respect to the “Lorentz” symmetry of
the Lagrangian formalism. This is a direct consequence of the appearance of a fermionic
gauge field Θτ , the “other part” of the Lorentz spinor Θ, which also allows a nontrivial
supersymmetry transformation of the bosonic gauge field. This will require a further
analysis of the U constraints.
⋄ A related issue is the appearance of τ as a worldvolume coordinate in the Hamiltonian
formalism. This needs to be eliminated, or identified with or (at least) related to the usual
“time” τ , possibly in a way similar to how the second τ was removed by worldvolume
sectioning for D = 4 [7].
⋄ The significance of ϑ as a worldvolume coordinate, and its corresponding superspace, is
yet to be understood: Why should it not appear also for the superstring and even for
the superparticle? In particular, it would eliminate the objectionable weight-3 DγD′
appearing in the (otherwise weight-2) first-class super Virasoro algebra of superstring
theory [15], as D′ would then be a piece of a Gauss U constraint (if T-theory can be
obtained from F-theory by applying only the bosonic U constraint).
⋄ It might also be interesting to investigate any relationships to the “superembedding”
approach [24, 25]: The main constraint there is, in our notation,
(풹αX)a = 0 (6.1)
which in our formalism can be recognized as part of the selfduality condition (3.14) with
the imposition of the usual mixed first and second-class constraints
Dα = 0 (6.2)
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A Representations
The covering groups listed in (1.1) allow the use of spinor notation to simplify algebra.
Bosons tend to be bispinors: We sometimes use the notation (αβ), [αβ], {αβ}, 〈αβ〉 to
indicate matrices that are symmetric, antisymmetric, SO-traceless (symmetric), and Sp-
traceless (antisymmetric).
The representations that appear in D=1-6 are
D 1 2 3 4 5 6
HD GL(1) GL(2) Sp(4) Sp(4;C) USp(4, 4) SU*(8)
spinor 1⊕ 1 2⊕ 2 4 4⊕ 4¯ (8, 2) (8, 2, 1)⊕ (8′, 1, 2)
α ± α,α¯ α α, .α αα′ αα′ ,
α
α¯′
st vector 1⊕ 1⊕ 1 3⊕ 3 10 16 27 28⊕ 28′
a ±,0 (αβ),(α¯β¯) (αβ) α
.
β 〈αβ〉 [αβ]
,[αβ]
wv vector 1⊕ 1 3⊕ 1 5⊕ 1 5⊕ 5¯⊕ 1⊕ 1 27⊕ 1 63⊕ 1(⊕70)
풶 ± αβ¯ [αβ] [αβ],[
.
α
.
β] [αβ] α
β(,[αβγδ] )
For example, for D = 3, according to the Sp(4) symmetry of the Hamiltonian formalism,
we have indices α = 4 for the spinors, 풶 = 〈αβ〉 (Sp-traceless antisymmetric) = 5 for
worldvolume σ(not τ)-vectors, and a = [풶풷] = (αβ) = 10 for the spacetime vectors. For
D = 5 the spinors are pseudoreal, so there is a USp(2) R-symmetry even for the “minimal”
case. For D = 6 the maximal case is required, with USp(2)2. (It will be important for the
Fierz identity in the following section.)
Here is a list of some of the spacetime γ-matrices, worldvolume Γ -matrices, and ηab풸
relating the two. The latter two will be derived from the first in the following subsection,
but we list them here for convenience. For D = 3 we have
γγδa = γ
γδ
αβ = δ
γ
(αδ
δ
β) (A.1a)
γaγδ = γαβ,γδ = −Cγ(αCβ)δ (A.1b)
Γ풶δγ = Γ
αβ,δ
γ = δ
[α
γ C
β]δ (A.2a)
Γ풶γ
δ = Γαβ,γ
δ = δδ[αCβ]γ (A.2b)
ηab풸 = ηαβ,γδ,ǫζ = C[ǫ|(αCβ)(γCδ)|ζ] (A.3)
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where C is the antisymmetric, hermitian (imaginary) Sp(4) metric, with normalization
CαγCβγ = δ
α
β (A.4)
For D = 4,
γγ
.
δ
a = γ
γ
.
δ
α
.
β
= δγαδ
.
δ.
β
(A.5a)
γ
aγ
.
δ
= γ
α
.
β,γ
.
δ
= CαγC .β
.
δ
(A.5b)
ηab풸 = (ηα
.
β,γ
.
δ,ǫζ
, η
α
.
β,γ
.
δ,
.
ǫ
.
ζ
) = (C .
β
.
δ
Cα[ǫCζ]γ, CαγC .β[ .ǫC
.
ζ]
.
δ
) (A.6)
The expressions for Γ are the same as in D = 3, but also the complex conjugate equations.
For D = 5,
γγδa = γ
γδ
αβ = δ
γ
〈αδ
δ
β〉 (A.7a)
γaγδ = γαβ,γδ = −Cγ〈αCβ〉δ (A.7b)
ηab풸 = ηαβ,γδ,ǫζ = C[ǫ|〈αCβ〉〈γCδ〉|ζ] (A.8)
The expression for Γ is again the same as D = 3.
We stop at D = 6, where a = ([αβ],
[αβ] ):
γγδa = (γ
γδ
αβ, γ
αβ,γδ) = (δγ[αδ
δ
β], 0) (A.9a)
γaγδ = (γαβ,γδ, γ
αβ
γδ ) = (0, δ
α
[γδ
β
δ]) (A.9b)
(Γα
β)γ
δ = δδαδ
β
γ (A.10)
ηαβ
γδ
ǫ
ζ = δζ[αδ
[γ
β]δ
δ]
ǫ (A.11)
For D = 5 and 6 we have ignored the R-symmetry factors that accompany the γ’s; these will
be discussed below where necessary.
We also have the convention for contracting bispinor versions of vector (or other) indices,
whenever there is a (anti)symmetry on the two spinor indices
V ·W ≡ 12V
αβWαβ (A.12)
to avoid double counting (but no 12 when expressed in terms of vector indices). For example,
for D = 3
δba = δ
c
aδ
b
c =
1
2(δ
ǫ
(αδ
ζ
β))(δ
γ
(ǫδ
δ
ζ)) = δ
γ
(αδ
δ
β) (A.13)
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B Matrix identities
B.1 Dirac matrix identity
In this appendix we examine (4.7)
γ(aαγγ
b)γβ = −ηab풸Γ풸α
β (Γτα
β ∼ δβα)
γ(a|αγγ
γβ
|b) = −ηab풸Γ
풸β
α (Γ
τβ
α ∼ δ
β
α)
in various D, determining the extension 퓅→ 퓅.
The case D = 1 is rather trivial. (We leave it as an exercise for the reader.) D = 2 requires
including extra scalars Y even for the “minimal” case, so will be left for a later paper.
For D = 3 (but see (A.12)),
γǫη(aγb)ζη = γ
ǫη
αβγγδ,ζη + (αβ ↔ γδ) (B.1a)
= (δǫ(αδ
η
β))(−Cζ(γCδ)η) + (αβ ↔ γδ) (B.1b)
= −Cζ(γCδ)(αδ
ǫ
β) + (αβ ↔ γδ) (B.1c)
= −12(C[η|(αCβ)(γCδ)|θ])(δ
[η
ζ C
θ]ǫ) (B.1d)
= −12ηαβ,γδ,ηθΓ
ηθ,ǫ
ζ = −ηab풸Γ
풸ǫ
ζ (B.1e)
Note that in this case
풶 = [αβ] = (〈αβ〉, τ) = (풶, τ) = 5⊕ 1 (B.2)
for the traceless and trace pieces.
The case D = 4 is similar, but actually a bit easier because of the separation of undotted
(4) and dotted (4¯) indices. We then have
γǫ
.
η
(aγb)ζ .η = (δ
ǫ
αδ
.
η
.
β
)(CγζC .δ .η) + (α
.
β ↔ γ
.
δ) (B.3a)
= −12(C .β
.
δ
Cα[ηCθ]γ)(δ
[η
ζ C
θ]ǫ) (B.3b)
= −12ηα
.
β,γ
.
δ,ηθ
Γ ηθ,ǫζ (B.3c)
and the complex conjugate equations (α ↔
.
α). So there is also the complex conjugate part
of Γ above, since
풶 = [αβ]⊕ [
.
α
.
β] = (5⊕ 1)⊕ (5¯⊕ 1) (B.4)
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(There are now two “τ”’s, which is resolved for D = 4 by worldvolume sectioning [7].)
D = 5 is more similar to D = 3, but trading symmetrization for traceless antisymmetriza-
tion (ignoring R-symmetry USp(2) indices, which factorize trivially for this identity):
γǫη(aγb)ζη = (δ
ǫ
〈αδ
η
β〉)(−Cζ〈γCδ〉η) + (αβ ↔ γδ) (B.5a)
= −12(C[η|〈αCβ〉〈γCδ〉|θ])(δ
[η
ζ C
θ]ǫ) (B.5b)
= −12ηαβ,γδ,ηθΓ
ηθ,ǫ
ζ (B.5c)
so now we have
풶 = [αβ] = (〈αβ〉, τ) = (풶, τ) = 27⊕ 1 (B.6)
D = 6 simplifies due to lack of a Lorentz Sp metric, but has doubling for α = (αα′ ,
α
α¯′)
(but the R-symmetry USp(2)’s are unimportant again) and a = ([αβ],
[αβ] ):
γǫη(aγb)ζη = (γ
ǫη
αβγ
γδ
ζη + 0, 0 + γ
ǫη
γδγ
αβ
ζη ) (B.7a)
= ([δǫ[αδ
η
β]][δ
[γ
ζ δ
δ]
η ], αβ ↔ γδ) (B.7b)
= −([δθ[αδ
[γ
β]δ
δ]
η ][δ
ǫ
θδ
η
ζ ], αβ ↔ γδ) (B.7c)
= −(ηαβ
γδ
η
θΓθ
η
ζ
ǫ, αβ ↔ γδ) (B.7d)
so now we have
풶 =α
β = (α
β − tr, τ) = (풶, τ) = 63⊕ 1 (B.8)
There is also a 70 that doesn’t appear in the (flat-space) supersymmetry algebra.
B.2 Lorentz identity
We now show how the constraint (5.13)
γαγa γ
b
αβ − γaαβγ
bαγ = fSa
bγSγβ
requires the current “S”, and determines the corresponding “Lorentz” group (HD). (The
constraint (5.15) determines Σ in the “dual” way.) The cases D = 3,4,5 are all similar,
because the group for each case is symplectic. For D = 3,
(γαβ)
ζη(γγδ)ǫη − (γ
γδ)ζη(γαβ)ǫη = δ
(δ|
(β (δ
ζ
α)δ
|γ)
ǫ + C
ζ|γ)Cα)ǫ) (B.9)
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which tells us
(γα
β)γ
δ = δδαδ
β
γ + C
δβCαγ (B.10)
(fα
β)γǫ
δζ = δ
(δ|
(γ (δ
ζ
α)δ
|β)
ǫ + C
ζ|β)Cα)ǫ) (B.11)
(γS)α
β easily can be identified as group generators for the symplectic group in the defining
representation by raising and lowering indices with the metric C:
CǫγCβζ(γα
β)γ
δ = −δǫ(αδ
δ
ζ) (B.12)
(I.e., they are then a basis for all symmetric matrices.) Reality conditions then identify the
group as Sp(4). (Reality conditions on F-spinors for each D are the same as those on ordinary
spinors in D dimensions, as those on supersymmetry generators. Only the size of the spinors
has been doubled.)
D = 4 is again simpler: We find
(γ
α
.
β
)ζ
.
η(γγ
.
δ)ǫ .η − (γ
γ
.
δ)ζ
.
η(γ
α
.
β
)ǫ .η = δ
.
δ.
β
(δζαδ
γ
ǫ + C
ζγCαǫ) (B.13)
We can thus again identify
(γα
β)γ
δ = δδαδ
β
γ + C
δβCαγ (B.14)
and now
(fα
β)γ .ǫ
δ
.
ζ = δ
.
ζ
.
ǫ
(δδαδ
β
γ + C
δβCαγ) (B.15)
(and the complex conjugate equations). Complexification then gives the group Sp(4,C).
D = 5 is again similar to D = 3:
(γαβ)
ζη(γγδ)ǫη − (γ
γδ)ζη(γαβ)ǫη = δ
〈δ|
〈β (δ
ζ
α〉δ
|γ〉
ǫ + C
ζ|γ〉Cα〉ǫ) (B.16)
(γα
β)γ
δ = δδαδ
β
γ + C
δβCαγ (B.17)
(fα
β)γǫ
δζ = δ
〈δ|
〈β (δ
ζ
α〉δ
|γ〉
ǫ + C
ζ|γ〉Cα〉ǫ) (B.18)
Pseudoreality gives the group USp(4,4).
D = 6 is again simplest: The 2 γγ terms contribute separately to different matrix elements,
due to lack of an Sp metric C. (Thus each γ must have mixed up and down spinor indices.)
For example,
(γαβ)
ζη(γγδ)ǫη − (γ
γδ)ζη(γαβ)ǫη = δ
[δ|
[β (δ
ζ
α]δ
|γ]
ǫ + 0) (B.19)
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(γα
β)γ
δ = δδαδ
β
γ (B.20)
(fα
β)γǫ
δζ = δ
[δ|
[β (δ
ζ
α]δ
|γ]
ǫ ) (B.21)
Pseudoreality now gives the group U*(8) = SU*(8)⊗GL(1), since this γS is a basis for
arbitrary matrices. (The extra real scale GL(1) is related to the USp(2)2 R-symmetry and
corresponding Y coordinates, which we have mostly ignored in this paper.)
B.3 More identities
As we have seen, all the fη identities go pretty much the same way, so we’ll give just a
few more examples, and restrict to just D = 4. First we look at (5.8b)
γaη(ǫΓ
풷
ζ)
η = ηah풷γhǫζ
or in D=4
γα
.
β
η
.
ǫ
Γ γδ,ηζ ≡ (δ
.
β
.
ǫ
δηα)(δ
[γ
ζ C
δ]η) = ηα
.
β,η
.
θ,γδγ
η
.
θ,ζ
.
ǫ
≡ (C
.
β
.
θCα[γCδ]η)(CηζC .θ .ǫ) (B.22)
(and the complex conjugate equation). This is satisfied, as both sides equal
δ
.
β
.
ǫ
δ
[γ
ζ C
δ]α (B.23)
(The proof of (5.22) is almost identical.)
A similar example is (5.11). It also involves γΓ , but with opposite symmetrization:
γaη[ǫΓ
풷η
ζ] = 풻aς
풷ηςǫζ
We now have instead for the left-hand side
γ
α
.
β,η
.
ǫ
Γ γδ,ηζ = C .β .ǫδ
[γ
ζ δ
δ]
α (B.24)
so identifying ς = η
.
θ, we find
ης.
ǫζ
= −ης
ζ
.
ǫ
= −δηζ δ
.
θ.
ǫ
(B.25)
풻
α
.
β,η
.
θ
γδ = C .
β
.
δ
δ[γα δ
δ]
η (B.26)
It thus determines part of ς, but leaves out ς = [αβ]⊕ [
.
α
.
β].
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Similar remarks apply to (5.25),
γcǫ[α|Γ풻|β]
ǫ = ηαβ퓈풻c풻
퓈 (B.27)
which it strongly resembles. The result is essentially the same, with some raising and lowering
of indices, and it applies to 퓈 rather than its dual ς.
We’ll give a complete determination of 퓈 (and thus ς) in the following subsection.
B.4 Fierz identity
Before looking at the Fierz identity, we examine (5.28) and (5.29), which are similar to
it, but have opposite symmetrization:
γaα[β|γa|γ]δ = ηβγ퓈풻αδ
퓈 = ηβγ
ς풻αςδ (B.28)
We again look only at D = 4, but there are 3 cases to consider:
γa
α
.
β
γ
aγ
.
δ
= CαγC .β
.
δ
= η .
βγ퓈
풻
α
.
δ
퓈 (B.29a)
γa
α
.
β
γa .γδ = CαδC .β .γ = η
.
β
.
γ퓈
풻αδ
퓈 (B.29b)
and the complex conjugate of the latter. From these we find
η
γ
.
β,ǫ
.
ζ
= −CγǫC .β
.
ζ
, 풻
α
.
δ
ǫ
.
ζ = δǫαδ
.
ζ
.
δ
(B.30a)
η .
β
.
γ퓈
= C .
β
.
γ
, 풻αδ
퓈 = Cαδ (B.30b)
so that 퓈 = 16 + 1 + 1. In D = 3 a similar analysis finds 퓈 = 5⊕1: Two representations are
needed to reduce to left and right-handed constraints in T-theory. In this case we then see
that 퓈퓅ς are the same Sp(4) representations, just as SPΣ (10). Similar results are found
for D = 5 (퓈 = 27⊕1) and D = 6 (퓈 = 63⊕1).
We now look at the Fierz identity (4.10):
γa(αβγ
b
γ)δηab풸 = 0
This can be satisfied only in D = 3,4,6,10: It requires worldvolume scalars Y (and their duals
Y˜ ) to complete the total dimension to those values. In this paper we do not consider these
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scalars nor D = 10, so we’ll look at only the cases D = 3,4,6. For convenience, and without
loss of generality, we can consider the form
γa(αβγ
b
γδ)ηab풸 = 0 (B.31)
It’s also convenient to note that, e.g. for D = 3, with a = αβ and b = γδ,
δba = γ
γδ
a = γ
b
αβ = δ
γ
(αδ
δ
β) (B.32)
using the notation of the previous section (with obvious generalization for γbαβ). Then
γaαβγ
b
γδηab풸 = ηαβ,γδ,ǫζ = C[ǫ|(αCβ)(γCδ)|ζ] (B.33)
so symmetrization in αβγδ vanishes.
Similarly for D = 4
γa
α
.
β
γb
γ
.
δ
ηab,ǫζ = ηα
.
β,γ
.
δ,ǫζ
= C .
β
.
δ
Cα[ǫCζ]γ (B.34)
and the same holds. (γ vanishes if indices aren’t mixed.)
For D = 6 the spinor indices are really α = (αα′ ,
α
α¯′). We now need to take the USp(2) R-
symmetry indices α′ and α¯′ into account, by introducing an extra factor of these USp metrics
into the definition of the γ’s. This has the effect of making them symmetric matrices under
the interchange of such pairs of indices, allowing P[αβ] and P
[αβ] to come out of {D,D}:
{Dαα′ , Dββ′} ∼ Cα′β′P[αβ] , {D
α
α¯′ , D
β
β¯′} ∼ Cα¯′β¯′P
[αβ] (B.35)
Furthermore, both chiralities of spinor indices are necessary to get the dual Ω out of [D,P ]:
[Dαα′ , P
[βγ]] ∼ Cα′β′δ
[β
α Ω
γ]β′ , [Dαα¯′ , P[βγ]] ∼ Cα¯′β¯′δ
α
[βΩγ]
β¯′ (B.36)
(This differs from S- and T-theory, where the smaller SU*(4) Lorentz symmetry allows the
tensor ǫαβγδ.) As a result, scalars Y
α′β¯′ are again required for the currents ✵ [11] that appear
in
{Dαα′ , D
β
β¯′} ∼ ✵α
β
α′β¯′ (B.37)
(The index α′β¯ ′ = (2,2) of USp(2)2, giving the extra 4 “internal” dimensions for the critical
6 + 4 = 10.) Details will be left for a future paper.
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